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The original, requirementlor evaluation in Title I of-'.
. .

.

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was unprecedented.
However, thg wording 'and intent of the requirement was purposely-left
vague becauge of the conflict between the schoolman's concern ove .

federal interfgrence and Congress' demandS for feedback that coule
lead to efficient spending Of the funds. Evaluation can .be a useful
Management tool for the practitioner.of Title I.becauseit explains
whether ,objectives are actually being me-s and because it gives needed .

data- or whether.to continue, modify, or terminate a project. Such -,
considerations must be balanced with.edlicators' tendencies to ,

4

maintain the status quo. Some recommended characteristics of , .

sevaluiation'reports should be: accentuate the'Oositivein reporting
rfsults; use of layman's language, .especially'in a summa.r section;
reevaluate essentials every year and nonessentialst.sporadically; be
sure that 'each evaluation reports on some common strand of

. # 4"..-

effectiveness, Such_as-pupil achievement in reading and mathematics;
and use longitudinal studies for information purposes only, not to .

evaluate the overall effectiveness of Title I. Finally, the
,

evaluation should not be able to determine which services any child
is to,receive.'(Authbt/RC)
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A PRACTITIONER'S VIEW:

EVALUATING THE EVALUATION OF ESEA TITLE I

Historical Perspective

The expenditdre of the funds authorized by Title I of the Elementary

. and Secondary Education Act of 1965 has now proceeded for a decade. The

authorizing legislation for these expenditurAs.was unique in,the history bf
o

education in our nation. Never before,had Cohgress authorized such large

sums for elementary andsecondany education; never before had anyone

authorized 15illionsbf 'dollars' or the ,education of the poor; never before

had such restrictions been placed on the expenditure of funds for educatiOn

by the federal government.'

Some members of Congress had grave reservations about allowing educators

any type:of discretion in spending funds for the poor. Some felt that educe-

Zion of the poor was a low priority among many educators and that they would

divert the funds to other uses. Robert Kennedy, probably more than anyone

else,'_ wanted to assn 'e, such massive funds were in fact used to,develcip

special and succesfut:programs for the disadVantaged, As a result, he de-
,

.

.. .

,
.

.
.

, manded some type of feedback.which.wlegislatorsprovide'both legislars and parents,.

, with the information they needed to assure that Title I dollars were being
. ,

,used to help poor children. 'Hr. Kennedy felt that the reports produced would
:

,. .

lead to improved local management practices and to better oppartUnities for t

;'efficient lederal'direCtion to education.
)

i

.The Elementary an Secondary-Education,Act ',of 1965 represepted the firs,
, - J

X.
,

,..:

major piece of federal legisation concerning'edcation that mandated evalu- ..,

.
.

.. ,;.

ation. The evaluation requit-ement of ttiS act was unprecedented The funds
,. a'
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were designed to-Mee't, the fpecial edue&kional net of educationally disad-

vantaged children, and it/ was felt that the evaluation requirements would
4, l

r

provile up -to -date' infoinfo ation about the outcomes of Title I efforts with. theetm

expectation that /loca4 districts could-adjust ayd reform theiiiwTctices in
, ..-

educating poor childre . In addition, it was expected that the resulting

influx of-well-organized irlrmation would lead to Efficient federal manage-

ment of education programs. The key concept Was that the availability.of

ti

evaluation reports would lead to hinge and. reform in current practices.

SuCh was the dream: ,\

.,But froMAhe beginning the hopes for evaluation ran into opposition.

Both local and state educators feared federal interference in what was con7,

Sidered a Stafe right. They were-dpprehensive that ft would allOw.00Mpar-

lsons between local school districtsthat'were unequal in the resources

already ,avajlable to them. They reasoned thatevaluation practices would be

costly and that the measures used, especially achievement scores, were

inappropriate- in that they meaSurecionly one aspect of the learning situation.

As a result of the conflict between the schoolmen's concerns and Robert

Kennedy's demands, the wording 'and the'intent of the requirement for evalu-

ation was pur'posely leff-vague=when ESEA was finally written.

The national evaluations that have ngsUlted have- failed to meet the

expectations of the early theorists and have, to a.greatdelree,on the na-

tional scene, fajled to Meatgre up to the needs of federal !vograrn officials.'-, -
.

Both USOE officials'and national evaluators have been uraDlefiorthe- past

decade to o'roduce,evalUations that are indicative of.41e progress or lac

it that has been made by tdmcktionally.disadvantarc bupils as a result of

,

-
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the expenditure of ESEA Title I funds.

Evaluation At The Local Level

ESEA Title I as it was originally conceived and as it contipuet to oper-

ate today has its operational authority and base in the thousands of local

educational agencies of our nation. Needs assessments are done locally, pro-

grams are formulated locally, and it follows that evaluation designs are To-

cally devised aad executed. .It is this situs at the local level which has

been one of the main reasons'for the failure of national efforts to evaluate

the over-all effect of Title. I. However, even at the local level there have

been certain problems.

Originally, local districts had no incentives to collect or report data;

and'officials at the federal level had difficulty in mandating that it be done.

In addition, local districts tended to be defensive 'about their achievement

scores and about the long-term effects of Title I projects on pupils. Educa-

tional policy-makers displayed a basic resistance to any type of assessment and

4showed indifference and disinterest in any evaluations that were done. Finally,

local districts each set up different goals and objectives:and different treat-,

Ments, and it beCame difficuTtto:prescribe
all- encompassing objectivefrand

strategies that were capable of precise measurement. In spite of these restric-

tions and probleMs many loCaT distticts mgde and continue to make honest efforts

to evaluate Title I projects in their school diStfiCts..-

The Needs Of The Present.

However, the facVremainS. that legislator , educators, and the comunity,

at large want to know what has been done with fifteen billion dollars in the
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last decade. It is indefensible to allow billions of dollars to disappear

into the nation's educational system without a trace. It is the responsibil-

ity of the evaluation community of offer answers as to what has been done

wit these fynds over the years and to develop systems that can coordinate

the myriad of results that Title I.fUnds have prodvded. Itis a concurrent

responsibility of local federal program directors to understand-the neces-
.

sity for some type of consistency t'n evaluation and cooperate in its develop-
.

ment. Evaluation as a process ontinues to grow in importance as more and

more attention must be directed at assessing and'improving- results.

My practical experience with the evaluation of ESEA Title I has been in

the Cleveland Public, School system. I have become convinced that over the.

years evaluation of Title I in Cleveland has shown marked improvement and

has becorile sophisticated to the point where the annual reports represent

superior work. The comments and recommendttions which follow are based on

various aspects of the evaluations Which I receive annually. Practically

all these items are already ap integral part of Cleveland's evaluation

reparts of Title I.

Evaluation As A Management Tool

My owq views and perspectives of.evaluation have changed in the nine

years thiat I 110 worked with ESEA Title °I and with other s compen-

satory Driginally, evaluation merely gave%feedback on\ rhether
\

p4ticular programs at the local levA were being implerrAlted as designed
\

and whether they were effectivp in terms of the\reasons for, which they
were initiated. However, as time progressed evalw" I came to serve a



a. variety of functions, and became a seful managemen tool.

First of all, evaluation allowed me to ascertain wheth the various

objectives of the project were being met. The viewpoint of a person Outside

the formal operation of the project was given as to whether the process was

proceeping as_originally conceived end'whether this process led to predicted
ti

changes in the pupils served. Secondly, evaluation gave me results which

could be Used to justify either the continuation, the termination, or the

redesign of particular projects. Where pupils achieved the objectives of

the project, especially in terms of achievement objectives which had been

set and in terms of the academic areas'of reading and mathematics which

continue to be high priority areas of "school systems;' evaluation results

could' be used to prove the efficacy of the project and justify its contin-

uation.' Where the results did not demonstrate successful accomplishment of
or

objectives, either retooling or discontinuation of the project could, be

demanded through the use of objective evidence. Many of the original Title I

projects in Cleveland have been discontinued or modified ecause of the

evaluations which were done. Some have been shifted to other funding

sources after modification.

This usage of evaluation just described has followed some very specific

procedures and guidelines in the Cleveland system. . en a project it initially

written, it is'ciftentimes done by persons who aare not t e eventual imple-

mentors of the project. It maybe that the objectives and procedures are

found to be inappropos once the project is initiated. The evaluation will

Us. 1111y indicate a non-attainment of certain objectives. I have found it best
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at this paint to allow the operational people to formulate the objectives 0,-

the project for the second Yearof operation. ,In this way they can bear

more responsibility for the attainment of the objectives, and motsbe able to

state that the main reason for the failure to meet objectives was' their

inappropriateness to the actual setting in the first place.

Therefore., the first evaluation becomes a monitoring device to ascertai

whether the project is on course. Even, though much can be,said about the

changps-that-occur in'pupils, I'do,not put too much .weight on Suchjindings.

after nly a year of operation. Ilusually turn -to the scond year and its

evaulation as the proof- of the pudding. If.the'findinos do'not indicate

attainment Of'the objectives that have been revised by the project, people,

it is at this point that I .begin to question the viability of the project.

At this point I can demand retooling. If futdre evaluations after the

second year do not indicate attainment of prOject objectives, I.then have

outside objective evidence to discontinue either certain activities or the

project itself.'
1

4 4 In the case which I have_juSt described, evaluation is used as a

management tool to assist deciSion-making and to reallocate resources when

result's indicate that'objectives-are not .being met.. f,
But\things do not always work out in 'such a utopian way. -It is a

fallacy to assume that if the truth it known it will 'be acted upon.,.-Inherent

. s
conservatism' and a need to mintaih the status quo are oftep more important

..,, .
.

.. .
. , r ,

thah the results of an objective analysis that shows a need for an'alterna- --.

tive coUrse of action: Educators reject rapid change that upsef the status
1 .',. ,

.. ,

.

quo despite`its educational valUe. Evaluation i

1

f000ftpn not used by thosd. .

`

5
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far whom it- is intended because its results challenge current 'practice.

EvalUatian must therefore balance the need, to maintain:the status quo with,
the need for change or reform.

,

Accentuate Something Positive

As a user of these evaluation results I would like to make certain

observations and recommendations :concer nq the evaluation of, Title I as I
4,6

have seen it and as r would I ike,/ to see it.

When I .Was engaged in 'classroom teaCbingl, I remember,. one of the princi-

paTh\continuously reminding us to'. "sOy,sOmeth.ing good, about thd, chi ld" when-

ever we talked. id parents or wrote comments on:rePort fords. 'this was sound.
, .advice then and it is sound advice fOr _evaluators qt today's projects.

Evaluatidn that is in some way supportive of school system policy is usually'
.

considered successful,. I shave to believe that people who work in special
4

projects! do want 'to see the project succeed.. For this they should-see

something stated positively about what they have done, even if the over -all`

objectives of the' project are not met. Of all the -nation'al studies of ESEA

Title I that have been done 'I n'the past decade, the ones which received the
\

most publicity were the American InstitUte.-of, ResearCh (AIR) studies ;. their
,

series was entitled !'It Works" and- concentrated dn a 'few successful compen-
.

satory projects ....They did not .p.ubl4sh 'or .hal lenge. what aid nott mirk, --6

., ,
although many knew that' hund'reds '6f pri5jects were rejected because theyclid

.
not meet ,the stri nqqnt criteria' needed for i nc4 us i on' i n-th e. firll reArt,.-..

1 . '.
It may very' w.011 be that legislators seefn'inore concerned about th&-

.. .distribution of Title I funds than they are about the effects 'of the fiinding,
. , ,, 1

. . , r, r,. ..
.

, , . A '4.
. . .. 0.4..t
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-'4''but it must be r'emembered that CongressIvants tb be .seen, as ,wi se arid,judicious.
;. ,

..,
,.. .,, : . ,

and, wants to sde the success of its initiative toward Title, I:. Congrestsmen ,.
i

'
welcome reports Of successful-Title r p r o g r ayn s in their states or district;,

they want to hear success stories., -However,' they, hive not had too many ,

success stories to tell, I, am,cOnvinced that Title I has' done s'othe good bUtio

.

'that we 'have not done ugh to accentuate the pb,sitive. As a result,/it
has become more commonplace to say that "Title I i's not working."

!teed For Consistency In Reporting Result's

Some of the which is collected Should be able to meet both local and

national needs 'for information concerning the'results of Title I. There is a

needy for sucti;cons'iStency. go that unified statementsabout`the 'effects of

Title I can. be made. B' such methods input can ,be made to Congress. 'In

identifying what )(Inds of data shetld be collected; in order to wed the needs

f local evaluation and the needs of Congress-we must also consider 'what :is

'most '1'd sible and most easily vriderstood.'
.- .

A .comrnon ttrand of effectiveness houl,d be included in each and every

evaluation,of a l'itte,1. project', \duca ors .differas to what ,consIitutes a
\...

.succ'-esf4,0 Title I project;ut it gets. wn to a. c-hild ' s achieving some4,., : is' i
prOficiency in pasic -skilts. that did, no have previously.. A't 'present,

.T

&there are ntuniforml acceptecriteri_fo determining what constitutes a .

successfill- program although' NCE's Oneirmal cumFesUival ent/4-are now

being proposed'.
-\

The recent GAO report on ESEA Title\ I, indicated that the Office' of
, . ,

Education,.has not required adequate nforthati-on from states -and- local school

4
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- districts for measuring the nattanal impact of Title I projects on impfroving

the achievement of pupils.':Zhe.GAO investigation found that local evalua-
,

ttons,'Whtch ate;the basi of state evaluations to USOE, generally lack04,

uniform data nd have often been incomplete.

From my experience, even local information seekers continue to request

date in terms of the achievement made by pupils in the basic, skills of reading

and mathematics. Therefore, such data should be included in(any reports made

about Title I. I propose that ,R,chievement results.in basic skills be the

common ,strand throughput evaluation reports. Other data needed concerning

pupil. characteristics ors the attitudes of both pupils and parents can be

made as a supplement to this common data concerning reading and'mathematics

gains. Evaluations that neglect to include data concerning academic achieve-

ment usuilly, fail to give federal program directors the kind of concrete data.

they need to defend Title I expenditures to a highly Critical questioner:
.

As mentioned' 'previously, program diVectors fear threatening evaluations.

.;,,They do.watif to *Prove programs or even replace them, but because of 1

pressures to continue-certain 'entrenched programs, they want to-b p.le to

kave.face in doing, so. In'this same vein, there isalso the-fear-that persons

in the community will'use any negative evaivationtto attack-the
4

Therefore, informatton which is not ongrurtg wiOithe'self-interests of the

system has a good chance of being i nored or suppressed.

Layman's Lnguage.
A

.Evaluators 'should continuously bear in mind that one of-the responsibilities'

impo's'ed on school systemstis dissemination of infor' on about the operation of

1.1



Title I. Since the' eValuation report itself is a major vehicle used in,

dissemination, the information should be presented in ways.'that are simple

for the ,interested party to read and comprehend. The langUagt of the .narra,-

five -should be in layman's language; it should 'also be comprehensible to
.

parents who in their advisory cgmittee roles have beconie a party to the:

operation of Title I. It Wouild seem that the best dray to,accoMplish this

'would be to have the evaluation divided, into both a technical section and a '

summary section. The technical section-could be for those persons whp want
z

in-depth information;-the summary section could be written non-technical

language and could serve the purpose of either the pardnt, or the 'person who

is looking for:I:l-general overview of the results.

One of the original hopes of ESEA Title I Was that promising practices

would be expanded -and replicated el sewhere., However it has now become

evident that a multiplicity of .influencesgovern -local district. pol icy, and

success,in one place does not necessarily guarantee success in another pl'ate.

f.tmust be Understoodthat dissemination of information about sUccessful,

practices does not lead to their a'dpption elsewhere or even to their' expan-

sion in the same district. Nevertheless,such a consideration should not

preclude the§ local district having a formal system forYdispemi ating.infor-,

mation about its exemplary activities to all- those Concerned.

Freauencv of Evalutions

-Another problem that I see is the viewpoint that particuV.at-tiyities

must be evaluated each and,every year; much time and effort eem,to be

duplicated every year in preparing a new evaluation report. As lie reads

12

,

of;



tbe evaluations of a project in successive years, there seems to be, much

duplication from one year to'the next. Pftaps it would be possible to

evaluate objectives concerning gains in academ"hievement each year, and

do some of the supplementary items only every few years. The AIR studies

did show that there are inconsistencies from year to year in a particular

project, but I have not found significant enough differences to warrant a

,th'orough evaluation of all aspecis'of a project every year. The one thing

that I have found to be the single most impOtant factor in making a project

successful is people. I can always remember...someone who said that there is

*4'magic in,people and not in things. As long as the staff of a project remains

essentially the same from 'one year'to another, as long as at least two suc-

cessive evaluations have shown positive resul,ts, and as long as- the objectives

and procedures of a project remain the same, I do not see how the evaluation

would change too much in a year's time.\ As a result, annual extensive

evaluations of every aspect of a project would seem unnecessary.

tongitudin0 Studies

Some evaluation's contain a section on some type of longitudinal study

that has been done'o6 some past participants in Title I projts. I feel

that many of these studies/are not well-founded, are misunderstood, and as a

result should probably not be included in evaluation reports. Let me hasten

to add that I am well-aware that the latest, GAO report on the operation ofti

Title I in.certain selected states foUnd longitudinal studies on former

Title I pupils to,beiseriously lacking. I would favor such longitudinal

studies only on. the condition tha they are info seekinlg and are not

1.3
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used to evaluate the over -all effectiveness of Title I-. The premise of such

I studies would'have to be that once a pupil has been treated in a. Title I'
oro

project he should be able to be placed bick into 'the mainstream and proceed
-:

as a normal child without further problems.. Sikh a Phenomenon is not
,

expected of the medical profession, and I do not' feel that such ,a procedure .

should be expected of the education profession. When a patient goes to a

physician with a strep throat and is given a prescription that, clears up the

malady, it is not expected that the strep throat will not reoccur,several

months later or next year. Likewise, when a child with a reading deficiency

goes to a remedial reading teacher and receives prescriptive treatment, it

should not be expected that the problem will not reoccur in the future once

the special treatment is stopped. The,author realizes that one situation

involves a physical condition whereais the, second situation involvet an,

intellectual condition, and that the comparison may be considered too

simplistic. Too often longitudinal studies are done with the hope that

Title I services to a pupil will cure his malady foreyer.

I firmly believe that such a child woulfhiYe to receive'continuing

support if he is to progress at a normal irate. Title I service is designed.

to allow the di' d to lose the gap; is not aimed at changing his whole,

learning pattern.

Usually the results of such longitudinal studies are negative, and

conclusions are reached that the treatment was not so good after all. I

personally feel that the GAO was incorrect in looking for longitudinal. results

on individual pupils and not differentiating between. closing the gap and

I t
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changing a learning pattern. Besides, expenditure of Title I. funds on

longitudinal studies of pupils no-longer in a Title I project guld be a

questionallle Titre I expense since these pUpils are no longer eligible for

Title I senvicei or expenditut'es.

Tail flagging The- Doq?

Last:of all, I feel that we must be careful to assure'that evaluAkion

does not become the proverbial tail that wags the dog. Many times. I have

found that a particular operatiohal procedure is questionable because it

may contaminate the evaluation br-lea4-14.-a situation where a pupil will

receive two trgatments with the result that the evaluation not be able

to ditinguish'what effect either treatment had on the results. As a person

who is responsible for assuring that pupils receive needed Services, I feel

that the pupil must be given every opportunity to obtain all such services,

even as the expense of other things such as evaluation. Conflicts can arise

over such items as late entry into a'project, exclusion of a child from

services so that he may serve as part of a control group, or receipt of more

than one treatment. I would recommend that when a cqpflict arises between

service to a child and evaluating procedures, that particular child be

excluded' from the evaluation for that project. If necessary, the progress

of such children can be included in a separate'section or in a orand

composite for the.project. Evaluation should not be allowud to be the main

reason why a particular service is given or not given tl a child.

In,conclusion, I make a plea for unity. We muef :Nitinue to emphasize.

that making progress in the teaching of the basic ills of reading and

I.)

ry
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mathematics is the responsibility of everyone associated with the operation
4,

ofESEA Title I. Every staff member. whether an evaluator or a member of the

service staff, shou,rd,direct his efforts in this directios: Everyone shbuld

cooperate in "rowing the canoe in the same direction," i.e., the direc -tion

of improyed instructional services for pupils.

1 ;I
v.+


